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AN INSTANT SOLUTION TO SARS PROBLEM  
 
A simple IQ test question I pose to a number of people lately is: “Can you think of a simple 
way that would instantly restore normalcy in Hong Kong?”  
 
Surprisingly or not so surprisingly, nobody was able to give me the answer. Then I will try to 
help them along this line of reasoning.  
 
What causes all this damage in Hong Kong – the billions of dollars loss of business, 
suspension of classes, self-imposed or enforced loss of freedom, etc. It is our massive fear, 
our own reaction to SARS, not SARS itself that is really destroying Hong Kong. SARS kills 
relatively few people when compared to many other existing infection diseases and other 
chronic diseases.  
 
A closer look into the psychology of fear will reveal two common denominator of fear – 
“uncertainty” and “helplessness.” This explains why many people are afraid of the dark. In 
the case of SARS, we are uncertain about the so-called causative agent, the mode of 
transmission, and ways to prevent them. We feel helpless because our most trusted, 
omnipotent doctors do not have any effective drug to deal with it. In fact, they cannot even 
save themselves.  
 
So if you really examine the problem carefully, the root cause of the SARS fear is the 
inability of our trusted, well-funded allopathic medical system to treat SARS.  
 
What if we employ other systems of medicine which can treat all the SARS cases quickly 
without side effects and with close to 100% success rate.  
 
Instantly, Hong Kong will be normal again. Right.  
 
Most people have never thought of such possibility. This shows how deeply brainwashed 
we are by the prevailing medicine dogma and how poorly educated we are when it comes 
to dealing with health problem.  
 
Let we pose another question. What is the chance that among so many systems of 
medicine that exist for centuries, allopathic medicine with a relatively much shorter history 
is the only one that works. Common sense will tell you that this is highly unlikely. And God 
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forbids.  
 
Then you hear this argument that we cannot allow any unproven method to be used on our 
patients in view of this serious life threatening disease. But are we not talking about a brand 
new virus supposedly. So who on earth would have any experience treating it, let alone 
proven method. That means the conventional allopathic medicine do not have any proven 
experience to treat SARS also. They are just experimenting.  
 
Are there likely to be any other way that can deal with this SARS illness?  
 
Let us dig into history for possible answer. I am sure many people have read about the 
swine flu that swept the world between 1918-1919 killing over 20 million people worldwide. 
Few people know about the second part of the story that has been carefully buried away in 
our traditional medical history book.  
 
A doctor from Dayton, Ohio, Dr. T. A. McCann compiled the therapeutic outcome of patients 
treated in two different kinds of hospitals that were in existence in the United States at that 
time. Of the 24,000 patients treated in the conventional hospitals for the swine flu, the 
mortality rate was 28.2 %. Of another 26,000 patients treated in the homeopathic hospitals, 
the death rate was only 1.05%. The high death rate was attributed to the antipyretic drugs 
such as aspirin used to treat the high fever in the patients. We now know that treating viral 
fever with aspirin type of drug can cause Rye’s syndrome that has a 50% mortality. It was 
the wrong treatment that killed the patients.  
 
Homeopathy utilized highly diluted medicine mostly from the plant sources and is safe for 
pregnant women. Also, the highly diluted homeopathic remedies simply cannot kill any 
bacteria or virus. Therefore, as far as homeopathy is concerned, it is not important to know 
whether the disease is caused by what kinds of virus or bacteria. Homeopathic remedies 
strengthen the patient’s vitality or immunity to overcome whatever diseases they suffer from. 
It is that simple and the homeopathic medicine is much cheaper compared to any other 
medicine on earth.  
 
Besides Homeopathic, photoluminescence, a procedure involving drawing a small quantity 
of blood from the patient, irradiate it with ultra-violent ray for a few minutes and re-inject into 
the patient can also be highly effective against atypical pneumonia. In 1947, Miley reported 
445 cases of acute pyogenic infection treated with ultraviolet blood irradiation therapy at the 
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Hahnemann Hospital, Philadelphia, over a period of six and one-half years. Among the 
cases were ten atypical (virus) pneumonia and all recovered.  
 
What about IV hydrogen peroxide and Vitamin C treatments that have shown promising 
results in this area? They are all safe and inexpensive.  
 
How many more people must die; how many more businesses must go bankrupt before we 
are able to see the fundamental fault in our monopolistic system of medical care.  
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